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Abstract
This study aims to consider relation between tourism and peace.　There will be little objection 
to a claim that tourism and peace are inter-related.　How exactly are these related is, however, not 
often considered, at least in Tourism Studies in Japan.　This study examines existing literature 
on the above relation, including ones written in English, with an aim to present author’s view on 
the relation between tourism and peace.　Claims made from an‘optimistic’ view on relation between 
tourism and peace is introduced in Chapter １.　To solve a question found in the‘optimistic’ view, 
theories that this view is based upon（peace theory by Kant, and Democratic Peace Theory）are re-
viewed in Chapter ２.　In Chapter ３, a‘cautious’ view on relation between tourism and peace is 
discussed.　In Conclusion, this study argues that claims by Kant and Deutsch provide researchers 
in tourism with effective viewpoints, and that tourism may be able to affect international relations 
by providing opportunities for international communication with which a sense of community may 
be developed.
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のが見られる（Blair et al. ２００９, Griffiths（ed）






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Immanuel Kant　Zum Ewigen Frienden: Beantwortung 
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